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NEW
LIVERY!

SCANIA IRIZAR 
i6 - BARNES
COACHES

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 237

NEWWeymann Fanfare
(Leyland) - Southdown
                                  SCALE        PRICE
43WFL001      1:43  £43.95

Weymann Fanfare (Leyland) - Southdown
New 1:43 scale tooling has already introduced the

Weymann Fanfare on the AEC chassis, which we reviewed

in Issue 234.  Now it’s time to add the Leyland version to

the series and what better livery to start with than the

collectors’ favourite - Southdown. Like

the AEC variant, the Leyland chassis

version has also been

modelled in 1:76 scale -

you may recall it in

Southdown colours too.

Subtle differences

between the AEC and

Leyland include the Leyland upper body having slightly

different proportions and  the flash round the front is

wider on the Leyland than on the AEC version. 

The fresh two-tone light and dark green Southdown

livery on our Leyland Fanfare also features cream masking

round the windows with cream detailing to the front and 

rear.  The Southdown logo is printed in gold and black

dropped shadow lettering and chrome work to the lower

body, together with the bright green wheel hubs, adds to

the attractive finish.  This larger scale version of the

Fanfare also features

rectangular wing

mirrors finished in

chrome.  Interior detail

includes a pale grey

compartment for the driver with

pale green passenger seating.  The two front roof

windows are finished in beige whilst the main skylight

roof windows are tinted orange.

Registered XUF 141, our single-deck 37 seater Brighton

based Southdown coach is heading to Bournemouth.

With a leisurely 30mph speed limit, no doubt its

occupants will have time to enjoy the ride along the

South coast in great comfort.
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1:76 SCALE
Range Rover Velar SE - Fuji White
Only the second release on the newly tooled 

Range Rover Velar SE, we follow the launch

model with this pristine white

version, which features a

black interior, black sunroof,

black wheels and

completely black trim,

relieved only by silver

front grille detail and

silver lower rear panel.  

It is registered DA67 OHH.

Designed by Jaguar/Range Rover’s

Gerry McGovern, the Velar is the latest model to

come from the firm’s Solihull plant and epitomises

style, sporty image and performance.  Its classification of a

British compact luxury crossover SUV also includes the

fact that it shares components with stable-mates XE, XF,

Pace and F Jaguars.  The spec of the Velar is equally

impressive. If you go for the top of the range V8, it has a

top speed of 135 mph and a petrol or diesel fuel option.

Quite a beast but a very handsome one at that!  

Range Rover P38 - Epsom Green
The Range Rover P38 represented the second

generation of the marque, introduced in 1994 

and produced until 2001.  It was promoted as

being a luxury Sports Utility Vehicle (SUV)

and came with all wheel drive, 

as well as an option of a 4

speed automatic or 5

speed manual gearbox,

plus a choice of petrol 

or diesel engine.  

For its third Oxford

outing in 1:76 scale, it is

decorated in a rich dark

green with self colour bumpers

and  mudguards, a cream interior and

black exterior trim.  It is registered S877 JRA from

1998-1999.  The Range Rover name is printed in silver

across the edge of the bonnet and again across the back.

The distinctive wheels and exhaust pipe are also silver, 

with a final intricate detail featuring the Land Rover badge

in green and silver embedded into the offside of the black

radiator grille. 

MGTC - Powder Blue Metallic
Our little MG TC sports car makes its fifth appearance ,

painted in a refreshing pale blue metallic colour scheme.

The external chrome work includes the wheels

while the royal blue tonneau cover is in the

folded position, revealing a cream interior.  

Our model is registered FOT 700.

The MG TC was assembled at Abingdon in

Oxfordshire.  Built as a two-seater roadster, 

the MG TC was produced between 1945 and 

1950 during which time over 10,000 were produced -

more than any previous MG in the series.  It did around

28 mpg and cost £527 to buy at the time. 

NEWRange Rover P38 - 
Epsom Green
                          SCALE       PRICE
76P38003  1:76   £6.45

NEWMGTC - Powder Blue
                                 SCALE       PRICE
76MGTC005   1:76   £5.75

NEWRange Rover Velar SE - 
Fuji White
                          SCALE       PRICE
76VEL002  1:76   £6.45
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Bentley Blower - British Racing Green
Our 1:76 scale model of the 1927 Bentley 4 ½ litre car is

a replica of the vehicle which W O Bentley developed on

a sports car chassis.  However, the supercharged vehicle

known as the Bentley Blower was the result of some

tinkering by one of his ‘Bentley Boys’ who saw the

potential of a more powerful engine suitable for racing.

Despite protests from W O Bentley himself, the Bentley 

Blower saw great success on the race track, although of

the 740 Bentley 4 ½ litre cars made, only 50 were

converted to the souped up Blower status.

Here we see the Bentley in its signature British Racing

Green but without a race number on it for this release.

Instead it sports a patriotic Union Flag on both doors.

With a folded down windscreen, it features a black

tonneau cover and dark green seats.  As with previous

releases, further detail includes tan leather bonnet straps

and a silver dashboard with black dials. 

Austin 1300 GT - Harvest Gold
Designed by Sir Alec Issigonis and manufactured first by

BMC and then British Leyland, the Austin 1300 GT

was an economical small family car.  Built

between 1962 and 1974, it was the

best selling British car of the time. 

The sixth release of our 1:76 scale

replica of the four door hatchback

is registered LHC 792K from 1972.

Decorated in one of the most

popular colour schemes of the time - a

mustard gold with black masked roof and

black interior, the exterior chrome work includes the

bumpers, wheels and the 1300 GT marque across the

back while the Austin badge sits at the top of the radiator.  

Classic Mini - Lime Green
                             SCALE       PRICE
76MN005S  1:76   £5.45

Pearl White 53 VW Beetle
                             SCALE       PRICE
76VWB001  1:76   £5.75

NEWBentley Blower - 
British Racing Green
                          SCALE       PRICE
76BB003   1:76   £5.95

NEWAustin 1300 - Harvest Gold
                                 SCALE       PRICE
76AUS006      1:76   £5.95
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1:76 SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Citroen H Catering Van - Gloria’s Blooms
The release programme of our little period Citroen

H Catering Van continues apace with a colourful

Gloria’s Blooms livery in an appropriate bright

‘garden’ green colour scheme, including the

wheels. An additional feature comprises a roof

board decorated in a palette of floral colour

promoting Flowers for All Occasions.  The

flowers can obviously be sold via the open

hatch on the side of the van.  Gloria’s

Citroen H is registered NYV 299G from

1968-69. Wherever she is parked, we

hope Gloria is doing a roaring trade!    

Shelvoke & Drewry Freightlifter - 
British Road Services
One of the most famous names in road cargo

transport is recalled on the fourth release of the

Shelvoke and Drewry Freightlifter.  Appearing in

bright yellow and red and registered 956 FJO, the

lettering on the lower skirt of the model indicates

that the vehicle operated out of Swindon.

The famous British Road Services crest is printed

in full colour on the Dualdrive cab of the fork lift,

which Shelvoke & Drewry introduced as a direct

competitor to the American Hyster forklift.  

Its capacity of being able to lift between 12000 and

18000 lbs with a lift height of up to 29 feet made it a

desirable vehicle for use with the Armed Forces as well 

as with railway companies.  First produced in 1952, 

the Freightlifter went on until 1974, with one or two 

re-designs along the way.  Our highly detailed model is a

tribute to a great little workhorse.

NEWShelvoke & Drewry Freightlifter -
British Road Services
                                             SCALE       PRICE
76SDF004             1:76  £13.95

NEWCitroen H Catering Van -
Gloria’s Blooms
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76CIT004         1:76   £8.45

Land Rover Defender 90 Station
Wagon - Corris Grey (Autobiography)
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76LRDF009AU  1:76   £5.95

Land Rover Defender 90 Station
Wagon - Grasmere Green (Heritage)
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76LRDF007HE  1:76   £5.95
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N SCALE

Land Rover Discovery 4 - Santorini Black
Already released in 1:76 scale, our Land Rover Discovery

now joins the N scale series in the same Santorini Black

colour scheme with a pale grey tint to the

windows.  The interior is also finished in black.

Only the second release in the smaller scale, the

model is based on the new look Discovery

which Land Rover unveiled in 2013.  Our replica

represents a vehicle from that year, registered SJ13

XRT.  Team it up with the metallic sand version that

launched the N Scale series recently.

NEWLand Rover Discovery 4 -
Santorini Black
                              SCALE        PRICE
NDIS002    1:148   £4.75

Land Rover Series I 88" Hard Top - RAF
Land Rover followers and those of you with an Oxford

Military preference will enjoy adding this N scale Land

Rover Series 1 model to either collection.  Previously

released in 1:76 scale, it is presented here in the same

detail, representing a vehicle as used by the Royal Air

Force.  Resplendent in the RAF signature grey blue colour

scheme with a yellow roof and black interior, note the

RAF roundel on the offside front wing, together with

additional military markings.  Its Air Force registration

plate 64 AA 28 features on the front mudguard as well as

the vehicle back.  The distinctive 80" radiator grille is

finished in silver/black and features the Land Rover badge.

NEWLand Rover Series I 
88" Hard Top - RAF
                                  SCALE       PRICE
NLAN188021 1:148  £4.65

Scania T Cab Semi Low
Loader - Sandy Kydd
                            SCALE       PRICE
NTCAB006 1:148 £14.95

NEWScania Highline Tanker -
Exol Lubricants
                              SCALE        PRICE
NSHL04TK  1:148  £14.95Scania Highline Tanker - Exol Lubricants

You’ve been treated to this brightly coloured modern

Scania Tanker in 1:76 scale already.  Now, especially for

our small scale enthusiasts, you can add it to your

collection of 1:148 modern tankers in the exact same

detail as its larger counterpart.  Representing the Exol

company with bases in Birmingham and Rotherham, their

silver graphics appear on both the cab, tanker sides and

rear and we particularly like the red reflectors round the

circumference of the tanker back - a great help to

following motorists in the dark nights.

Ford Anglia - Caribbean
Turquoise/White 
                            SCALE       PRICE
N105007   1:148  £4.65

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

Pontiac Bonneville Coupé 1959 - Seaspray Green
This is a very pretty car!  Decorated in an attractive pale

blue green colour scheme with masses of chrome, it has

whitewall tyres which also feature a fine pale blue line

echoing the body colour and makes its third appearance

with a white contrasting roof.  The interior is finished in a

delicate turquoise.  Representing the opulent 1950s/1960s

era of luxurious and brightly coloured American cars, this

one cruised around America’s Dairyland - Wisconsin,

registered WIS 1959 H88. 455.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEW1968 Dodge Charger -
Gold/Black
                                    SCALE       PRICE
87DC68002     1:87   £6.95

NEW1959 Pontiac Bonneville
Coupé - Seaspray Green
                                    SCALE       PRICE
87PB59003     1:87   £6.95

1968 Dodge Charger - Bright Red
                                    SCALE       PRICE
87DC68001     1:87   £6.95

1968 Dodge Charger - Gold/Black
Having been the star of both TV and Fllm in its day, the

Dodge Charger makes its second appearance in Oxford’s

1:87 scale American series in a reasonably conservative

two-tone colour scheme of gold with black masked roof. 

Black vertical bands are also added up the rear sides and

stretch across the wide boot of the car.  A Chrome finish

is applied to the windows, windscreen, door handles and

bumpers.  The interior of our Dodge Charger is also

black, which hails from California, registered VLK 259.  
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

1957 Dodge D100 Sweptside Pick 
Up - Tropical Coral/Glacier White
                                    SCALE       PRICE
87DP57001     1:87   £6.95

1969 Dodge Charger Daytona - Black
                                    SCALE       PRICE
87DD69001      1:87   £6.95

NEW1961 Chrysler 300 Convertible
(Closed Top) - Black
                                      SCALE      PRICE
87CC61002        1:87  £6.95

1961 Chrysler 300 Convertible (Closed Top) - Black
We launched our newly tooled 1:87 scale 1961 Chrysler

Convertible with an open top and for its second release

it comes as the two-door coupé with closed top, painted

black.  The gloss black body is accentuated by masses of

exterior chrome and whitewall tyres.  Note the red,

white and blue circle incorporated into the chrome side

stripes too.  The interior flooring and dashboard are 

black but the seating is a bright contrasting red.

Registered WYO 61 94351, the number plate includes a

silhouette of a cowboy on his horse, characteristic of the

Wyoming State.

The Chrysler 300 series was produced between 1955 and

1965 and represented the ultimate in luxury motoring

with high performance to match.  It certainly looks the

part, even in miniature.
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

Supermarine Walrus L2185 - 
712 Squadron, HMS Sheffield, 1937
The Supermarine Walrus was a British single

engine amphibious bi-plane reconnaissance aircraft

which first took to the skies in June 1933.  Operated by

the Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm, it was the first British

squadron service aircraft to incorporate a fully retractable

undercarriage, completely enclosed crew accommodation

and an all metal fuselage.  Designed as a fleet spotter to

be catapulted from battle ships, or cruisers, it was later

deployed as a rescue aircraft, having a capacity for three

to four persons.

The Walrus was one of the first aircraft to be fitted with

an undercarriage position indicator on the instrument

panel.  Test pilot Alex Henshaw

found that the Walrus was strong

enough to make a wheels-up landing on

grass without much damage  although he

also said it was “the noisiest, coldest and most

uncomfortable” aircraft he had ever flown.

When flying from a warship, the Walrus would be

recovered by touching-down alongside, then lifted from

the sea by a ship’s crane.  The Walrus lifting-gear was kept

in a compartment in the section of wing directly above

the engine.  A crew member would climb onto the top

wing and attach this to the crane hook.  Landing and

recovery was a straightforward procedure in calm waters

but could be very difficult if the conditions were rough. 

Here we see the Walrus Mk 1 as deployed aboard HMS

Sheffield in 1937 with 712 Naval Air Squadron which itself

was active between 1936 -1940, incorporating the period

of our model,  and again between 1944-1945.  With an 

all-over silver colour scheme, the cockpit is moulded in

green and the aircraft comes without bomb racks.  

Note the machine guns placed fore and aft of the

fuselage.  Additional decoration includes the RAF roundel

on the upper wing and underside of the lower wing tips

and the No. 35 painted in black on the fuselage. 

NEW
Supermarine Walrus
L2185 - 712 Squadron,
HMS Sheffield, 1937
                         SCALE       PRICE
72SW005  1:72  £35.95

Ilyushin Il-10 - ‘Beast’ 108th Guards
Assault Aviation Regiment, Germany, 1945

Developed as a Soviet ground attack aircraft, the Ilyushin

Il-10 was introduced in 1944, going under the NATO

reporting name of ‘Beast’, a name which subsequently

stuck.  Produced until 1954 by the Soviet construction

bureau Ilyushin, the spec called for a one engine two-

seater monoplane with a metal covered frame.  It had a

three-blade propeller and a retractable undercarriage.

Heavily armoured, the front part of the fuselage including

the cockpit was a shell of 4-8 mm armoured plates.  The

cockpit was protected on all sides.  The aircraft was

equipped to carry two bomb bays with a maximum of 

600 kg., as well as guns and rockets.  It was powered

by a 12-cylinder inline V Mikulin AM-42 engine with

take-off power of 2000 hp.  Maximum speed was 342

mph and had a range of 500 miles.  Just over 6000 were

built before production ceased in 1954.

The first Il-10 entered service with the 108th Guards

Assault Aviation Regiment on 16th April 1945, taking part

in the final combat actions of World War II in Europe,

during which time the Il-10 appeared to be successful

against the German Luftwaffe.

Our model is as used by the 108th Guards Assault

Aviation Regiment during this time.  Decorated in a mid

and dark grey camouflage scheme to the upper wings, the

underside is painted a pale blue grey.  The Soviet Star is

painted in red on the underwings, rear fuselage and the

tailfin.  All the gun barrels are coloured matt black, as are

the wheels, prop blades and intakes.  The ‘Beast’ will be an

unusual addition to your Oxford World War II airfield. 

NEWIlyushin Il-10 - ‘Beast’ 108th Guards
Assault Aviation Regiment, 1945
                                                     SCALE        PRICE
AC093                         1:72  £15.95
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1:43 SCALE
Land Rover ½ ton Lightweight Canvas - RAF Police
Our ½ ton Lightweight Land Rover makes

another 1:43 scale appearance in a military

role, this time as an RAF Police vehicle,

decorated in dark green with olive green

canvas  back and chrome bumpers.  

The distinctive red and blue Police

band runs along the waist of the

model on each side, while

on the front, the RAF

POLICE graphics are

printed in white out of

red across the radiator

grille.  Registered  47

AJ 52, the interior is

dark green with black

seating and a final

exterior detail sees the

RAF roundel printed quite

small on the rear nearside wing.

Land Rover ½ ton Lightweight - Gulf War
Fulfilling a military role in the Middle Eastern Gulf

War, our Land Rover Lightweight is suitably

decorated in a desert scheme of matt sand with a

lighter beige canvas back.  The wheel centres,

including the spare wheel strapped to

the bonnet are also painted in the

desert sand colour. Registered 83

KA 65, our model features

black military markings on

both the doors and on the

front of the roof.  A final

detail sees a pickaxe and

spade fixed to the rear,

below the back window.

Quite a necessary set of

equipment, given the desert

terrain, we are sure. 

NEWLand Rover ½ ton Lightweight
Canvas - RAF Police
                                     SCALE       PRICE
43LRL007         1:43  £16.95

NEWLand Rover ½ ton
Lightweight - Gulf War 
                              SCALE       PRICE
43LRL008    1:43  £16.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

LEVC TX Electric Taxi - Black
                             SCALE        PRICE
43TX5001    1:43   £12.95
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

Scania Irizar i6 - Barnes Coaches
Our super modern luxury coach makes its latest debut in

the striking turquoise, dark grey and black livery of

Barnes Coaches, who operate out of Swindon in

Wiltshire.  The interior is also finished in turquoise blue

and our coach is registered YN18 ZNP.  The company

name features very simply on the sides of the coach with

more detail on the back, including their contact

information and website address.  The dark grey masked

roof colour is repeated on the extended wing mirrors

and external trim is finished in black.

The Irizar i6 comprises a high-end coach suitable for

commuter and touring services, at the same time boasting

VIP specifications as standard.  Outstanding features

include its design, aerodynamics, attention to detail and

absolute comfort.  

The coach is highly popular with all top coach operators

who are able to configure the coach and other equipment

specification options according to their needs.  Passengers

love it for its superb seating and coach interior finish, as

well as a long list of on-board entertainment, Wi-Fi

systems, iPad connections, monitors integrated into the

back of the seats, individual audio, navigation and

surveillance systems and a number of catering options.

Top notch travel indeed!

Willys MB - RAAF
The Royal Australian Air

Force certainly went to

town on this livery!  Appearing in a very

well executed yellow and black chequered

effect by Oxford’s decorating team, our

Willys MB Jeep is numbered RAAF

218398, which appears in black on the

sides of the bonnet.  Even the windscreen

frame continues the yellow and black

theme. The open jeep reveals an olive

drab interior with slightly lighter olive

seating and left hand drive black steering

wheel.  The wheels are also yellow,

including the spare which is strapped to

the back of the vehicle. Colourwise, the

1:76 scale Jeep is quite a departure from

the norm but an eye-catching addition to

your line-up nevertheless.
Willys MB - US Army
                              SCALE      PRICE
76WMB003  1:76  £5.95

NEWWillys MB - RAAF
                               SCALE       PRICE
76WMB006  1:76   £5.95

NEWScania Irizar i6 - 
Barnes Coaches
                          SCALE       PRICE
76IR6007  1:76  £24.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

3 Piece Jaguar Set D, E & F Type
                               SCALE      PRICE
76SET48       1:76  £17.95

3 Piece VW Set - Coca Cola
                               SCALE      PRICE
76SET60CC   1:76  £17.95

Land Rover Defender Heritage Set
                               SCALE      PRICE
76SET47       1:76  £17.95

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

T Cab Box Trailer - Coca Cola 
                                     SCALE      PRICE
76TCAB004CC   1:76 £24.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

AR153 Porsche Album Part 1: Porsche was another of those stories which just would not fit
into one Auto Review publication.  Broadly speaking, all Porsche Types which had begun life by
1980 are included here, and those that originated after 1980 are in Part Two (Auto Review
156).  Obviously some types spanned across the 1970s to the 1980s, so as far as possible the

full story of any type which had gone into production by 1980 is told in these pages. 

The exception is the 911, the cornerstone of the Porsche range.  Its early years are
described here, and the continued story of its long life from the 1980s onwards is told
in Part Two.  This is a long and complex tale to tell in just two Auto Review publications.

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR153
NEW

AR154 Leyland Album Part Two: Buses and Coaches: In 1896 the Lancashire Steam Motor
Co was set up in Leyland, Lancashire, then in 1907 it was renamed Leyland Motors.  The firm
rapidly took a leading position in the British market, producing many different bus designs in the
1920s and 1930s.  Post war saw Leyland take control of many of its competitors among British
bus manufacturers. In the next step, most of the British vehicle industry was
amalgamated to form British Leyland.  When BL became Rover Group there was no
place for Leyland in the car-making organisation, so the truck and bus divisions were
privatised.  The Leyland bus division was then acquired by Volvo, and the last Leyland-
badged buses would be produced in 1991. 

AR154
NEW

OR76N7003  1:76 - £114.95 BR (EARLY BR) N7 0-6-2 No 69621

NEW MODEL!

Come and visit us at one of the biggest railway shows in the UK, Warley National 
Model Railway Exhibition.  We will have a wide variety of Oxford Diecast and Oxford 
Rail products for sale.  We will also have some pre-production samples on display 

for you to view.  Oxford will have our usual Lucky Bags on sale for just £10.

WARLEY NATIONAL 2019 
at the NEC Birmingham 

Sat 23rd & Sun 24th November 2019
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